Highlights from
July 1, 2020–June 30, 2021
OUR MISSION

The Emily Dickinson Museum’s mission is to spark the imagination by amplifying Emily Dickinson’s revolutionary poetic voice from the place she called home.
During this last year and a half -- a winter of unexpected challenge on many fronts -- Emily Dickinson’s words have echoed around the world, offering comfort and courage in equal measure. Here at the Museum, our time of closure has, paradoxically, been an exhilarating period of cultivation and growth -- in connecting with virtual audiences, completing plans for the Museum’s interpretive priorities, undertaking a spectacular restoration effort, and charting a long-range course into a luminous future.

To be sure, recognition of Emily Dickinson in the collective cultural consciousness has been on the rise, and the Museum has happily found itself at the center of the buzz. Her revolutionary poetic voice has resonated globally and loudly. We’ve met and engaged thousands of virtual program attendees from scores of countries around the world and have been awed and inspired by their generous reflections on the power of Dickinson’s enduring voice.

The digital and global communities brought into being by the pandemic found special resonance with the 2020 Tell It Slant Poetry Festival. Featuring Pulitzer Prize winner Jericho Brown and award-winning poet Ada Limón, the Festival had over 5,700 registrants from 49 states and 60 countries.

As our digital outreach expanded, we advanced our restoration and visitor experience goals by embarking on a substantial restoration of the Homestead interior -- a silver lining in the pandemic, indeed. Relying on the restricted bequest from the late William McC. Vickery, we began to put back in place the interior architectural features, finishes, and furnishings of the Homestead as they appeared in Emily Dickinson’s lifetime. At the same time, the Museum continued a grant-funded project to catalogue the nearly 10,000 individual items in our collection. Both projects will make the greatest and highest use of the Museum’s historic character and add critical details to the understanding of Dickinson’s daily life.

In the following pages, you’ll see some of our recent accomplishments and, more importantly, the strategic and visionary goals that, in Emily Dickinson’s words, are ‘Twice as Bold’! The ambitious projects of the last year and our thoughtful plan for the future ensure that the Emily Dickinson Museum is well-positioned to engage greater participation than ever before. As you’ll see later in this report, being ‘twice as bold’ will drive the Museum’s continued growth in programs, outreach, education, restoration, and our physical campus. As we approach the 20th anniversary of the Museum in 2023, we are confident that this plan will propel our growth over the next decades. We invite you to be a part of the vision of the Emily Dickinson Museum as the premier center for study, celebration, and creative energy around the poet’s life and work!

As ever, your steadfast support is the engine that powers the Museum. As we emerge from a winter under cultivation, we look forward to you joining us when we reopen in our arable spring.

Jane Wald

JANE H. WALD  EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
What does it mean to spark the imagination during a global pandemic?

During this extraordinary year the Museum learned just how far Emily Dickinson’s legacy has travelled, and the ways in which our new virtual world can bring us closer together. In just a year, the Museum went from having never produced virtual programs before, to engaging over 10,000 people with live virtual events alone. Here are a few highlights:

SPARK THE IMAGINATION

A SECRET TOLD: AN EVENING WITH ALENA SMITH AND MARTHA ACKMANN
Dickinson biographer Ackmann and Apple TV hit show ‘Dickinson’ creator Smith sat down for cocktails and intimate conversation at the Homestead with Museum director Jane Wald in June.

THE ANNUAL BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION AND MY EMILY DICKINSON PROJECT
For the poet’s 190th birthday celebration in December, 1,200 people from around the world attended a virtual celebration that featured music and messages from the ‘My Emily Dickinson Project’. Contributors sent in short videos describing what Dickinson means to them and these unique and poignant stories form a gallery that is available for viewing on the Museum’s webpage.

EMILY DICKINSON POETRY DISCUSSION GROUP
A monthly virtual discussion series met from September to May for close readings and lively conversation. Guest facilitators led explorations on a range of topics including the poet’s musical life, fascination with bees, geological understandings, and experience of the Civil War.

11,140 PROGRAM ATTENDEES
63 VIRTUAL PROGRAMS
144 FEATURED ARTISTS, POETS, AND SCHOLARS
50 & 60 STATES COUNTRIES

2021 virtual programs
THE ANNUAL POETRY WALK
This year’s virtual poetry walk commemorated the 135th anniversary of the poet’s death on May 15, 1886. Across six stops along the virtual walk, we explored places of significance to the poet in Amherst where volunteer readers shared Dickinson poems and contemporary poets shared Dickinson-inspired works.

At the Museum, we work to build community with other Dickinson- and poetry-lovers each day.

This community is global, diverse, and deeply passionate. Providing a platform for contemporary creativity is one of the most important ways we celebrate Dickinson’s own revolutionary poetic voice at her home and online!

VIRTUAL POETRY READINGS

JULY: MICHAEL MERCURIO, HANNAH LARRABEE, NATHAN MCCLAIN
AUGUST: REBECCA HART OLANDER, LEAH UMANSKY, OMOTARA JAMES
SEPTEMBER: KATHRYN HOLZMAN, CHERYL J. FISH, EILEEN P. KENNEDY
OCTOBER: RAGE HEZEKIAH, BRIONNE JANAE, TAYLOR JOHNSON
NOVEMBER: ADALBERTO MÜLLER AND MARCEL RIERA WITH THE TRANSLATION CENTER AT UMASS AMHERST
DECEMBER: STUDENTS OF THE LITERACY PROJECT

2021

MARCH: TERI ELLEN CROSS DAVIS, AMY DRYANSKY, W. TODD KANEKO
APRIL: JENNIFER FRANKLIN, PHILIP F. CLARK, FRED MARCHANT, MERVYN TAYLOR
MAY: MELISSA RANGE, ERICA CHARIS-MOLLING
JUNE: GAIL THOMAS, NICOLE M. YOUNG, AMINA JORDAN-MENDEZ
WE’VE EMBARKED ON THE NEXT PHASE OF HISTORIC RESTORATION, which will restore the National Historic Landmark home of one of America’s greatest poets to its period of historic significance. The project addresses the interior architectural features, finishes, and furnishings of the Homestead, as well as long-term stabilization with the introduction of new environmental regulating systems in both the Homestead and the Evergreens.

Beginning with grant-funded investigations of the Homestead’s architectural and decorative history, the Museum retained preservation architecture firm Mesick Cohen Wilson Baker and decorative arts consultant Marylou Davis, Inc. to develop recommendations and plans for reinstating features of the principal portion of the Homestead built by the poet’s grandfather in 1813. Restoration work commenced June 2021 and is expected to be complete in spring 2022.

We are committed to providing visitors with an increasingly authentic experience of the homes and grounds inhabited by the Dickinson family, and this restoration will have a profound impact on that experience. It will not only significantly increase the amount of restored space in the Homestead accessible to guests, but will also add critical details to their understandings of Dickinson’s daily life and reshape the image of her most treasured environment.

AS PART OF THIS RESTORATION, the door that welcomed visitors to the Homestead in the mid-19th century is being returned to its proper place! When the main door opening was altered in 1916, the original front door was retained and tucked away in storage. The earlier door will be restored and reinstalled—but only after faithful reproduction of its original etched glass panels.
PROGRESS CONTINUES on the three-year collections documentation project funded by the Institute for Museum and Library Services. The Museum hired its first Collections Manager and Collections Assistant to carry out the project. At the end of the project, a database will be published on the Museum’s website for the public to browse, research and enjoy. So far, more than 3,000 items have been cataloged, including works on paper and household objects.

Objects found in the collection include the wallet belonging to the poet’s father Edward, her brother Austin’s luggage tag, niece Martha Dickinson Bianchi’s perfumes, photographs of the Evergreens from the 1930s, an array of various glass stereographs, and a banjo belonging to the poet’s nephew Ned.

COLLECTIONS
I took my Power in my Hand -
And went against the World -
'Twas not so much as David - had -
But I - was twice as bold -

excerpt from F660
“We envision the Emily Dickinson Museum as the premier center of innovative approaches to Emily Dickinson’s genius – a creative place that fosters curiosity, stimulates personal expression, and celebrates the enduring power of the poet’s life and legacy.”

JANE WALD, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Informed by its recently-completed long range planning process, the Emily Dickinson Museum has embarked on a new chapter of growth aimed at fulfilling its role as a site of unparalleled cultural significance and educational promise. Our plan for the Emily Dickinson Museum boldly prioritizes:

- **An expanded, fully restored, and accessible campus**
- **Leading-edge teaching and learning programs and resources**
- **Singular visitor experiences both onsite and online**
- **Increased operational capacity for long-term sustainability**
This work is grounded in the essential principles of the Museum’s mission:

Spark the Imagination

Inspire new generations of poets, writers, artists, and thinkers to dive deeply into the life of the mind, the power of creativity, and the world around us as Emily Dickinson did, thus bringing her revolutionary poetic voice to life in perpetuity.

**KEY PROJECTS INCLUDE:**
- Developing leading-edge Educational Programs and Resources for K-12, college-level, and lifelong learning

Amplify Emily Dickinson’s Revolutionary Poetic Voice

Connect the programs and resources of the Emily Dickinson Museum with scholars, students, and enthusiasts both around the corner and across the globe.

**KEY PROJECTS INCLUDE:**
- Building digital engagement capacity, including for Virtual Program Hosting and Conferencing

From the Place She Called Home

Preserve and care for the material legacy of the Dickinson family—buildings, grounds, gardens, collections—to enliven and enhance the experience offered to the public and create an environment that accurately reflects the poet in her times.

**KEY PROJECTS INCLUDE:**
- Rebuilding the Evergreens Carriage House and Homestead Barn

**Join us.** Be a part of the Emily Dickinson Museum’s journey by supporting its next steps, celebrating its 20th Anniversary, and securing its bright future.

Visit emilydickinsonmuseum.org/TwiceAsBold for details and more information or contact Nora Maroulis at 413-542-5072.
“The Emily Dickinson Museum is a valuable legacy, and it is my privilege to have a small part in its ongoing success.” Donald, New Mexico

“I loved this year’s Poetry Marathon. What a gift to hear Dickinson’s poems read in sequence in so many voices. Thank you for putting together this great program!” Bruce, Massachusetts

“Thank you very much for being a boost to me in London, during a difficult time in life. Lovely to hold on to dear Emily.” Elizabeth, United Kingdom

“Dickinson’s poetry has been one of the things that have helped me survive some of the sickest times of my life... just as it has - no doubt - helped so many in their lives, and especially during the isolation of this global pandemic! Thank you so much for making your events “attendable” by those of us who cannot travel!” K.D., Florida

“I love all of the programming that the Emily Dickinson Museum has been producing, both during the pandemic and before! Free and accessible programs are so important, and I want to support more like this in the future.” Anne, Michigan
Donors to the
Emily Dickinson Museum

We are heartened by the extraordinary volume of gifts received from donors between July 1, 2020 and June 30, 2021. Due to space limitations, we are only able to list donors of $250 or more in this report. We are extremely grateful to everyone who made gifts of all sizes in support of the Museum’s programming, operations, and special projects. Thank you for your generosity.

**CUPOLA**

$20,000+
Carolyn L. Cooley
Barbara W. Hostetter and Amos B. Hostetter Jr.
Jane Keiter and Robert E. Keiter

$10,000+
Elizabeth Armstrong and John A. Armstrong
Emily A. Bliss and Charles S. Lachman
Jane R. Borthwick and John R. Beeson
Janet Gorth and William P. Gorth
Nicole P. Heath and Lawrence S. Heath
including gifts made in honor of Nancy Larsen and in memory of Daniel Charles Blom and Ellen Stewart Blom

Polly Longsworth and Charles R. Longsworth
including a gift made in memory of Judith Farr

Chris Nagi
Anne H. Woodworth and Fred L. Woodworth

$5,000 TO $9,999
Anonymous
Mary Jo K. Barnett and Christopher E. Bogan
including gifts made in memory of Dorothy Salmon and William N. Salmon, Clifford Gordon and Armor Craig, and in honor of John William Ward
Bloomberg Philanthropies
Gigi Bradford and Jim Stanford
Elizabeth S. Briskin and Scott DeSantis
Michele Dickinson and Mark Dickinson
Diana Fraser and James C. Fraser
Virginia T. George and Alan W. George
Amy Longsworth
Massachusetts Foundation for the Humanities and Public Policy
Marigay Mckee and William E. Ford III
Christine Noyer Seaver and Alexander M. Seaver
Martha Nell Smith
including gifts made in memory of Judith Farr and Mary Hamson and in memory of Mary Elizabeth K. Bernhard

$2,500 TO $4,999
James Linn Altman
in honor of Donna N. Altman
Lynn Baker-Dooley and David M. Dooley
Jayusia P. Bernstein and Alan S. Bernstein
Patricia Cherney
Karen S. Conway and Brian J. Conway
Emily Dickinson International Society
Scottie B. Faerber and Kent W. Faerber
including a gift made in memory of Mary Elizabeth K. Bernhard
Ann H. Kline and Robert C. Kline
Cathleen A. Tryon and Richard K. Tryon Jr.
Jane H. Wald and James J. Wald
in celebration of the Staff of the Emily Dickinson Museum

**INDIAN PIPE SOCIETY**

$1,000 TO $2,499
Martha A. Ackmann and Ann Romberger
including a gift made in memory of Mary Elizabeth K. Bernhard
Susan J. Benedetti and Robert R. Benedetti
Ed Bresler and the Edward Allen Bresler Foundation
in honor of Gigi Bradford
Sandra J. Burke and George G. Burke
BG (Ret) Jack Capps
Judith Coffey and Michael Hirtle
in memory of Wendy B. Hirtle
Kate Douglas and Paul Douglas
Juliana M. Dupre and Carl R. Dupre
Margaret H. Freeman and Donald C. Freeman
including a gift made in memory of Mary Elizabeth K. Bernhard
Lara James and David James
Elaine J. Kachavos
in memory of Eoye and Charlie Kachavos
Sheila F. Klem
Nancy M. Kline
Wendy M. Kohler and Walter H. Kohler
Doug Lamb
Mary Loeffelholz
Marta A. McDowell and Kirke M. Bent
Cristanne Miller
including gifts made in memory of Mary Elizabeth K. Bernhard and in honor of Judith Farr
Jean M. Mudge
Thomas Avery Porter
including gifts made in honor of Rosalie Porter and in memory of David Thomas Porter

**HUMMING BIRD SOCIETY**

$500 TO $999
Ehry Anderson
in memory of Michael Silverman
Mary Elizabeth K. Bernhard and Winfred E.A. Bernhard
Greg Mattingly
in memory of Harrison Gregg
Rafael Campo and Jorge G. Arroyo, III
Phyllis O. Dickinson and George E. Dickinson
Barbara A. Elander
in memory of Prof. John Halkett
Judith B. Farr and George Farr
Sandra Genelius
Jonnie G. Guerra
including gifts made in memory of Mary Elizabeth K. Bernhard and Judith Farr
Carol M. Johnson
Chetana Karel-Michaen
James F. Kelliber
including a gift made in celebration of Devon Kelliber
Joan E. Langley
Nancy S. Leonard
Dagmar E. McGill
in memory of Helen F. Faust
Leslie A. Morris
including a gift made in memory of Mary Elizabeth K. Bernhard
Stephanie C. Parke and Hervey Parke III
Lorna M. Peterson and Dale E. Peterson
Susan Pharr and Robert Mitchell
including gifts made in memory of Mary Elizabeth K. Bernhard and Judith Farr
Marion Roach Smith and Rex Smith
in honor of the librarians at the Robert Frost Library
Karen J. Sanchez-Eppler and Benigno R. Sanchez-Eppler
including a gift made in honor of Joyce Eppler

Jeffrey D. Smith
Vicki Tate and Ralph Stewart Tate
The Schlesinger Library Council
in honor of Marilyn Dunn
Alice Whelihan and Bruce Whelihan
in honor of Judith Farr
Meg Kelsey Wright and Jonathan A. Wright
Laura J. Yerkovich and John K. Winkler III
We met as Sparks - Diverging Flints
Sent various - scattered ways -
We parted as the Central Flint
Were cloven with an Adze -
Subsisting on the Light We bore
Before We felt the Dark -
We knew by change between itself
And that ethereal Spark.

David F. Sheldon
in honor of Polly Longsworth

Mary A. Smith
including a gift made in memory of Meredith Brook

Hiroko Uno
including a gift made in memory of
Mary Elizabeth K. Bernhard

Philip S. Winterer

Susan D. Wright and James Wright
including gifts made in memory of Elizabeth Watson DeBevoise and Kendall Bash DeBevoise

POLLINATOR

$250 TO $499

Judith G. Anderson Munzig

Nathalie F. Anderson

Wendy K. Armour and Timothy W. Armour
in honor of Bill Vickery

Margaret Ayres and Robert Ayres

Deborah L. Balmuth and Colin D. Harrington
in memory of Ruth Brown Balmuth

Martha Black and David T. Black

Dr. Terry M. Blackhawk

Tansy Blumer and Dennis H. Blumer

Pamela J. Brandin

Debra K. Buckingham
in honor of Willis Buckingham

Edith I. Byron and Frederick W. Byron

Marilyn B. Callander and Robert J. Callander

Casey Clark

David M. Clayton

Stephen M. Clifton

Elizabeth R. Contri Bedell

Nina Dodge
in memory of Joan Hutton Landis

Warren D. Douglas
in memory of Angela Douglas

Jane D. Eberwein and Robert Eberwein
including gifts made in memory of
Mary Elizabeth K. Bernhard and Judith Farr

Catherine Epstein and Daniel Gordon

Anne G. Flick and Carl W. Flick

Robert Gamble

Hanley Foundation

Eleanor Heginbotham and Erland Heginbotham
including gifts made in memory of Mary Elizabeth K. Bernhard and Judith Farr and in honor of EDDS Friends

Betsy Hewlett Lessig

Lisa Hone
in memory of Judith Farr

Douglas R. Horne

Judith C. Hudson
including a gift made in memory of
Ruth Bader Ginsburg

Vanessa James and Don Sanders

Robyn Johnson and Peter Newland

Jenny L. Kallick and Robert J. Bezucha

Sahira N. Kazanjian, MD
in memory of Dr. Laura Feldman

Carol Kinsley and Kenneth N. Kinsley

Julia Caroline Knowlton

Flavio LaMorticella

Virginia S. Lee

Susan Lipszy and Roger Lipsy

Nora Maroulis and Antonios A. Maroulis
including a gift made in memory of
Mary Carr Trebbe

Betsy McInnis and G. Bruce McInnis

Kathleen McKevitt and Donald Dickmann

Susan W. Mindel and Joel S. Mindel

Lisa Morgan
including a gift made in memory of
Joan Celeste Krummel

Mt. Holyoke Class of 1981
in honor of Martha Ackmann

Anna Marie Murphy and Cullen Murphy

Alfe Murray
including gifts made in memory of Allan Creighton and Eleanor Moran Evans

Anne Myles

Sarah Neely and Susan Riter
including a gift made in memory of Melba P. Jensen

Phyllis Neves

Rebecca Nordstrom

Gertrude L. O’Toole and Dennis A. O’Toole

Lindsay Ormsby and David G. Ormsby
in honor of Polly Longsworth

Emily Page

Valerie Parsegian and V. Adrian Parsegian

Barbara A. Piekarski and Michael H. Piekarski

Kirsten C. Poler and Dwight M. Poler

Deb Polansky

Chris Rempler

Jean Ricciute and David Ricciute

Adreana M. Scussel

Maxine Silverman and Howard Andrews
including a gift made in honor of Judith Farr

Dean S. Skelley

David Small

Stacy Spencer and Thomas Ciantra

Robin Tarasov and Ethan Tarasov

James L. Telfer

Sharon Thompson

Elizabeth Tornbene and Vincent Tornabene

Tracy P. Truman and Edwin M. Truman

Janet Van Etten and David Hoyt Van Etten

Sally K. Voith and Joseph P. Voith

Eve Cabaniss Webster and
Warren Raymond Webster

Kiyoko Woodhouse and Thomas E. Woodhouse

The Emily Dickinson Museum is grateful for your support. We have made every effort to ensure the accuracy of this information.
Please notify the Museum of any errors by contacting development@EmilyDickinsonMuseum.org or 413-542-5084.
Like so many other cultural organizations, the Emily Dickinson Museum experienced a severe downturn in earned revenue from tours, programs, and shop sales during Fiscal Year 2021. At the same time, participation in virtual programming buoyed contributed income during a difficult period with 1,126 unique donors, nearly double the previous year. The Museum emerged from Fiscal Year 2021 in better condition than some peer organizations due to prudent monitoring of expenses during a period of severe challenge and the added security afforded by the William McC. Vickery bequest.
Emily Dickinson Museum Leadership and Staff

FY21 BOARD OF GOVERNORS
Polly Longsworth, Honorary Chair
John R. Beeson, Chair
Chris Bogan
Elizabeth Briskin
Mark Dickinson
Kate Douglas
Alan George
Bill Gorth
Nicole Heath
Lara Jordan James
Wendy Kohler
Charles S. Lachman
Amy Longsworth
Leslie A. Morris
Christine Noyer Seaver
Karen Sánchez-Eppler
Anne Harding Woodworth
Laura Yerkovich

HONORARY BOARD MEMBERS
John A. Armstrong
Kent W. Faerber
Kenneth Rosenthal

MUSEUM ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
Jane Wald
Leah Barber
Elizabeth Bradley
Margaret Draf
Madeline Dye
Patrick Fecher
Starr Florio
Nora Maroulis
Kaitlin McGrath
Mardi Pierson-Buell
Megan Ramsey
Melissa Santram-Chernov
Sean St. Marie
Brooke Steinhauser
Karen Sánchez-Eppler
Anne Harding Woodworth
Laura Yerkovich

MUSEUM GUIDES
Stephanie Bennett
Mary Burlington
Casey Clark
Melissa Cybulski
Alan Dickinson
Chris Fobare
Jill Franks
Steve Fratoni
Colin Harrington
Judith Hudson
Melba Jensen
Elaine Kachavos
Rebecca Lockwood
Brenna Macaray
Greg Mattingly
Jeffrey Morgan
Burleigh Mutén

MUSEUM INTERNS
Meenakshi Jani
2021 Amherst College Museums Summer Intern
Katherine McMeye
2021 Amherst College Museums Summer Intern
Emma Ryan
2021 David T. Porter Intern
Melanie Schwimmer
2021 Amherst College Museums Summer Intern